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Abstract. Quantum key distribution (QKD) technology can create unconditional
security keys between communication parties, but its key generation rate can’t
satisfy high-speed network applications. As an essential part of QKD system, the
design of post-processing system has a huge influence on its key generation rate.
For the challenges of real-time and high-speed processing requirements, we
propose a pipeline optimization model for QKD post-processing system. With
the variable granularity division policies in our model, a high-speed pipeline
QKD post-processing system can be designed with the constraints of limited
computing and storage resources and security requirements. Simulation results
show that for GHz BB84 protocol based QKD system, the security key generation rate of our post-processing system can reach to 600kbps with 25km distance.
We believe that our work can provide useful guidance for the design of future
QKD system.
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Introduction

Quantum key distribution [1] technology is currently the most feasible practical application of quantum information. Based on the laws of physics rather than computational complexity of mathematical problems, quantum key distribution can create
information-theoretical security (ITS) keys between communication parties. The keys
generated by QKD systems can be used for cryptographic applications with
one-time-pad [2], AES or other security protection schemes.
QKD system involves two phases, quantum communication phase and classical
post-processing phase. Due to its high complexity, the design and implementation of
post-processing has a huge influence on the speed of security key generation. For highspeed QKD systems, most works utilize hardware for real-time post-processing [3-8].
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However, hardware based methodology suffers from long design cycle, high complexity in realization and troublesome debugging. Therefore some researchers turn to
software based post-processing [9], in which the main challenge is how to design the
software architecture to speed-up the processing procedures. Currently parallel computing technologies such as pipeline and multithreading have been adopted to improve
processing efficiency [10-11].
As a consequence, how to divide the pipeline and design efficient multithread
post-processing system has become a hotspot of research. In this paper, we propose a
pipeline partition optimization model. To test the performance of our model, a multi-core parallel computing system was built on the basis of our previous works in
literature [12-15]. Experimental results show that our pipeline design can reach a speed
over 600kbps for BB84 protocol based GHz QKD system, which may prove useful for
the future design and optimization of QKD post-processing system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the background of
quantum key distribution and pipeline. Our pipeline optimization model for QKD
post-processing system is in section 3. The experimental results and analysis are presented in section 4 while section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Quantum Key Distribution

QKD protocols can be divided into preparation-measurement protocol and entanglements based protocol. The most mature in research and feasible protocol is BB84,
which consists quantum communication phase and classical post-processing phase.
Security key rate is the most important performance indictor of QKD system. Secure
rate R (bits/pulse) which is defined as the possibility that the security key drawing from
the photon pulse sent by Alice, as expressed in equation (1).
R  I  A : B  I  B : E 

(1)

I  A : B  is

the mutual information between Alice and Bob while I ( B : E) is the mutual
information between eavesdropper and Bob. I  A : B  can be further expressed as equation (2), in which q is determined by specific QKD protocol, Q is the photon counting
rate, E is quantum bit error rate and H 2 ( E ) is Shannon entropy.
I  A : B   qQ [1  H 2 ( E )]

(2)

can be represented as equation (3), in which Q0 is count rate of vacuum
quantum signals, Q1 is single photon count rate, Qmulti is multi-photon count rate and
e1 is the quantum bit error rate caused by single photons.
I ( B : E)

I ( B : E)  qQ0  0  qQ1H 2 (e1 )  qQmulti 1

(3)

Combining (1), (2) and (3), the final security key rate can be represented as equation
(4), in which 1 is the ratio of single photon signal in the signals detected by Bob and
f is the frequency of QKD system.
Bsecure  qQ {H 2 ( E )  1[1  H 2 (e1 )]}  f

2.2

(4)

QKD Post-processing procedures

The post-processing procedures of QKD system in which conducts BB84 protocol
mainly include the following steps:
 Key Sifting Through sifting, Alice and Bob can drop the signal bits which do not
carry quantum state information and obtain sifted key.
 Basis Sifting By comparing the basis, the different bits in the basis of Bob and Alice
are deleted and the initial key is obtained.
 Error Correction Alice calculates and transmits the error correction information to
Bob via the public classical channel and Bob corrects the errors in sifted keys.
 Key Confirmation Bob and Alice send information to each other to confirm their
keys are identical after error correction procedure.
 Privacy Amplification Alice randomly chooses a Hash function and sends the generation information of the function to Bob. Bob generates the Hash matrix, and then
they can gain the security key after the privacy amplification.
2.3

Concurrency Analysis

The main procedures of post-processing have the characteristics of strict order requirement, rich interaction and huge data amount, but they are uncorrelated for difference data unit, which is suitable for pipeline structure. Performance, resource and
security requirement have conflicted influence on the design of QKD post-processing
system. For example, performance can be improved by increasing the number of stages
in pipeline, but this will result in increased consumption of storage. Moreover, in order
to guarantee the security of QKD system, the security key length must be long enough
to eliminate the finite size effect [16]. Thus resource requirement will grow, which may
consequently limit the number of stages when available resource is constrained.
Therefore we need to maximize system performance under the constraints of security
demand and resource, which is challenging yet meaningful problem.

3

A Pipeline Optimization Model for QKD Post-processing
System

In this section we firstly provide the hypotheses of our model. Then the variable granularity division policies of pipeline are conducted. Finally, an optimization model for
QKD post-processing system is formulated to solve the pipeline design problem.

3.1

Hypotheses

We assume that the tasks can be divided evenly which means the sub-tasks after partition has uniform time consumption. In each macro stage, the change of data length is
relatively small. Thus, we assume that the data length remains the same in one macro
stage. Moreover, only CPU core number and memory needs to be considered as the
constraint of system resource.
3.2

VGDP Method for Stage Division

The performance of pipeline can be optimized if all operations in all stages are identical
in processing time. Otherwise, the slowest stage will become the bottleneck. We proposed a method called variable granularity division of pipeline (VGDP). VGDP’s idea
is to conduct coarse division at first so that calculation and communication can be
conducted in a parallel way and then conduct fine division for load balancing.
A Coarse Granularity Division.
For the scenario depicted in Fig. 1, the entire process can be divided into five steps
which consist of three calculation and two communication procedures.

Fig. 1. Cooperative Computation

Our principle of division is to overlay calculation and communication procedures as
much as possible with the purpose of utilizing delay hiding to the fullest. We denote the
time consumption of the each macro stage on Alice and Bob as Tai and Tbi correspondingly. Two situations may occur for Alice and Bob, one is that both of them are
working, and the other is that one of them is working and one is idle. We define step
function as:
1
0

 ( x)  

x0
,
x0

then the number of working macro stages on Alice and Bob are



j
i 1

(5)



 (Tbi ) respectively, and in which j is the number of macro stages.

j
i 1

 (Tai ) and

The amount of error corrected key has to be accumulated for a few rounds before
privacy amplification and we denote the number of rounds required as n . Key sifting is
the first stage of post-processing and we denote the length of the data processed as lRaw .
We define rai and rbi as the ratio of the length of data processed in the each macro
stage compared with lRaw .The initial macro stages need to be merged to make the
number of macro stages not exceed CPU core number. The two stages which produce
least time costing resulting stage should be chosen.
B Fine Granularity Division.
After the coarse division, the time consumption of each stage still varies greatly. To
further improve the performance of pipeline, we need to divide the macro stages into
smaller sub-stages. The fine granularity division is only conduct for calculation procedures. T he data interaction among subtasks will introduce additional delay. Let ai
and bi be the data interaction delay, then we have:
ai  rai  lRaw  n  v

bi  rbi  lRaw  n  v

,

(6)

in which v is the unit data transmit time between successive stages.
Assume that the number of sub-stages in each macro stage of Alice and Bob be Xai
and Xbi respectively. The delay of each macro stage can be expressed as equation (7).
Tai
 ai

Xai

Tb
ti   i
 bi
Xbi


Tai
Tb
 ai , i
 bi
 Max
Xai
Xbi
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(Tai  0 and Tbi  0)
(Tai  0 and Tbi  0)



(7)

(Tai  0 and Tbi  0)

Model Formulation

There are some constraints in pipeline design. Firstly the number of stages should
not exceed the number of computing cores (e.g. CPU). If the number of cores on Alice
and Bob is Ca and Cb correspondingly, then the cores constraint can be expressed as (8).
 j Xai  Ca
 i1
 j

 i1 Xbi  Cb

(8)

The next is the usage of memory. The memory needed for data storage is determined
by the data length of each stage and the length of shared queen length m while it is
determined by the specific algorithms adopted and the final key length lkey for computation. If we denote the available storage of Alice and Bob as Ma and Mb correspondingly, and  as the amount of storage needed to compute key of unit length,
then the memory constraints can be expressed as (9).

m( j 1 Xai  rai  lRaw  Xa j  lkey )    lkey  Ma

i 1

j 1
m
(

  i1 Xbi  rbi  lRaw  Xb j  lkey )    lkey  Mb

(9)

As for security, Procedures such as key confirmation and authentication consume
security keys, expressed as Rcost . System performance can be improved by increasing
the number of stages in pipeline. However, this will cause degradation in the security
level. Thus, a threshold P is needed to fulfill the minimal security requirement.
lkey  Rcos t
lkey

P

(10)

The system performance is usually measured by throughput, which can be defined as
the amount of data processed in unit time. The throughput of the system is (11).
Qparallel =

N

 i1 Max Tai  Xai  ai , Tbi  Xbi  bi +  N -1 Max t1, t2
j

t j

(11)

When the data length N is large enough, the time of filling the pipeline can be neglected. The final throughout is
Qparallel =

1
Max t1 , t2 ,

,t j

(12)

.

With the goal of optimizing system performance and constraints, the pipeline design
problem can be expressed as (13) to (15).
Max

1
Max t1 , t2 ,

Tai
 ai

Xai

Tb
ti   i
 bi
Xbi


Tai
Tb
 ai , i
 bi
 Max
Xai
Xbi




(13)

,t j

(Tai  0 and Tbi  0)
(Tai  0 and Tbi  0)



(14)

(Tai  0 and Tbi  0)


  j Xa  Ca
 i 1 i
 j
i  1 Xbi  Cb

m( j  1 Xa  ra  l
i  1 i i Raw  Xa j  lkey )    lkey  Ma


j 1
s.t. m(i  1 Xb  rb  l
 Xb  l )    l
 Mb
i i Raw
j key
key

l
 ra  l
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j Raw
 key
l
R
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P
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i
i

(15)

3.4

Model Solution Procedure

Algorithm 1 Feasible Direction Algorithm
Input: j , Ta[1.. j ] , Tb[1.. j ] , ra[1.. j ] , rb[1.. j ] , m , lRaw , v , lkey ,  , Ca , Cb , Ma , Mb
Output: t[1.. j ] , Xa[1.. j ] , Xb[1.. j ]
1.
2.
3.

Xa[1.. j ] , Xb[1.. j ] Initialization
while 1
do for i ← 1 to j

4.

do calculate t[i]

5.

if t[i] = max t[1.. j ]
then if t[i]  Ta[i]

6.

Xa[i]

 ra[i]  lRaw  n  v

then Xa[i] ← Xa[i] + 1

7.
8.

if



j
i 1

Xa[i]  Ca or

m(i1 Xa[i]  ra[i]  lRaw  Xa[ j ]  lkey )    lkey  Ma
j 1

then Xa[i] ← Xa[i] – 1
break
else Xb[i] ← Xb[i] + 1

9.
10.
11.
12.

if



j
i 1

Xb[i]  Cb or

m(i1 Xb[i]  rb[i]  lRaw  Xb[ j ]  lkey )    lkey  Mb
j 1

then Xb[i] ← Xb[i] – 1
Break

13.
14.

Our model is a nonlinear programming problem with variable dimensions. If we use
exhaustive search to solve our model with dimension j , the time complexity will be
 (n j ) . We can adopt feasible direction algorithm to solve the problem, whose idea is
choosing a direction that best optimizes the objective function locally. A near optimal
solution can be obtained after sufficient iterations. As for our problem, we only need to
increase the number of subtask of the most time consuming macro stage by one. Time
complexity can be reduced to  (n) if Algorithm 1 is utilized.
Algorithm 2 Solution to Variable Dimension Nonlinear Programming Model
Input: J , Ta[1..J ] , Tb[1..J ] , ra[1..J ] , rb[1..J ] , m , lRaw , v , lkey ,  , Ca , Cb , Ma , Mb
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Output: Tmin, XA, XB
Tmin ← ∞
while j > 1
do if



j
i 1

 (Ta[i])  Ca and i1 (Tb[i])  Cb
j

then use Algorithm 1 to solve problem with dimension j
if max t[1.. j ] < Tmin
then Tmin ← max t[1.. j ]
Jmin ← j
XA ← Xa[1.. j ]
XB ← Xb[1.. j ]
Merge the macro stages
j ← j 1

For each value of j , a local optimal solution can be obtained using algorithm 1. Then
a global optimal can be chosen from the local optimal. If the system is divided into J
macro stages, the overall solution of the model can be expressed as Algorithm 2.

4

Evaluation

4.1

Experiment Setting

We designed and constructed our multi-thread post-processing software. We also
designed a quantum communication simulator based on our previous work in [12-15].
Our QKD system conducts BB84 protocol. The hardware platform of our system is
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7@ 3.40 GHz, 1G. The system can be divided into 9 macro stages
and the parameters such as rai , rbi , Tai and Tbi in our platform was measured. The
default values of other experiment parameters are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Default Parameter Values for QKD Post-processing System
Ca

4.2

4

Ma

1G

Q

1%

4

m

20

lRaw

1Mbits

Mb

1G

v

3123MB/s

lkey

85kbits

E

2%



576

Cb

Quantum communication distance

If the quantum communication distance becomes very long, the count rate will decreased rapidly due to quantum channel loss. In this section, we focus on the influence
of distance on the performance of post-processing system. We set the Q as 0.5%,
1%, 2% and 5% respectively and the security key rates for both parallel and pipeline
post-processing system are depicted in Fig. 3.(a).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Security Key Rate under Different Count Rate; (b) Security Key Rate with Different
CPU Core Number

Fig. 3.(a) shows that regardless of the quantum communication distance, our pipeline post-processing system can increase security key rate significantly compared with
serial system. For example, our pipeline system can reach a security key rate above
600kbps which is 98% higher than serial system, proving the effectiveness of the
model. Moreover, the raise in security key rate decreases with count rate, which can be
explained by the fact that privacy amplification is the most time-consuming task. Thus,
the increase in count rate merely shortens the time of the procedures before privacy
amplification while privacy amplification becomes the bottleneck of the system. In this
condition, the macro stage division may need to be redone according to pipeline design
model and privacy amplification should be divided into different macro stages.
4.3

Post-processing system resource

CPU core number is an important factor on pipeline performance. When tasks in different stages are allocated on different CPU core, the advantage of pipeline can be
maximized. In this section we investigate the influence of CPU core number on system
performance. The security key rates for post-processing systems with 1, 2, 4 and 8
cores are obtained and plotted in Fig. 3.(b).
As Fig. 3.(b) indicates security key rate increases with CPU core number. For example, the key rate for two-core platform reaches 500kbps which is 68% more than
single core platform. This is because the task can be pipelined to more CPUs. But the
increase in key rate gradually slows down with more CPU cores, which could be explained by the growth of synchronization cost with more stages. We can improve the
system performance by stage division and using more cores. However, this methodology may reach its limit because of the increase in synchronization cost.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an optimization model to maximize the thought of the
pipeline under resource and security constraints. And flexible granularity division
policies are conducted. Our model proves the ability to improve the performance of
QKD system significantly compared to serial system. We also analyzed the influence
of parameters such as CPU core number on system performance, which may offer
useful guidance for the design of future QKD system.
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